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The Fund Finance Association (FFAFFA) Diversity Committee recently hosted its
rst-ever event in Luxembourg, drawing more than 100 attendees from the

fund nance community.

Sponsored by Ogier, Arendt & Medernach and Cli ord Chance, the event focused on the latest

trends in fund nance and introduced the activities of the FFA Diversity Committee. A notable

dialogue with IMS Luxembourg – Luxembourg's leading network for corporate responsibility - set

the stage for a panel discussion with industry leaders Lionel Bodson (BIL), Nathan Mistry (RBS

International) and Basile Gerber (Kartesia). The discussion was moderated by Laura Archange

(Arendt & Medernach) and Ogier's fund nance expert in Luxembourg Jad Nader. Here are Jad's

key takeaways from the event.

Diversity: a three-step journey towards inclusionDiversity: a three-step journey towards inclusion

The event underscored diversity's critical role in the fund nance sector, advocating a three-step

approach to attract, retain and promote diverse talent. Priscilia Talbot from IMS emphasized,

"Diversity is a fact. Inclusion is a choice", highlighting the need for a tailored approach to

inclusivity within organizations.

A McKinsey and Company report was cited, showing that companies with diverse teams are

36% more pro table. However, achieving this starts with training top managers on unconscious

bias and measuring impact through anonymous and voluntary surveys to ensure all employees

feel welcomed and valued at work.

Fund nance updates: navigating challenges andFund nance updates: navigating challenges and
opportunitiesopportunities

The panel discussed signi cant updates in the fund nance market, noting the growth of
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subscription line facilities to US$750 billion and net asset value facilities (NAV facilitiesNAV facilities)

expected to surge from US$100 billion to US$700 billion by 2030. Luxembourg's leading position

in the EU was acknowledged, albeit with challenges related to liquidity compared to London.

A shift in the fund nance landscape was noted, with Luxembourg banks increasingly

participating, highlighting the need for transparency with investors through Limited Partnership

Agreements. The discussion also touched on the bene ts and challenges of securitisation and EU

regulations, such as Capital Requirements Regulation (CRRCRR) and the Capital Requirement

Directive (CRD IVCRD IV), which could attract US banks to Luxembourg in the coming years.

Valuation, fundraising, and the ESG imperativeValuation, fundraising, and the ESG imperative

Panellists discussed the complexities of asset valuation and the growing importance of having

veto or dispute rights for lenders. The demand for NAV facilities is rising, particularly for funds

that have called all their commitments, with banks scrutinising past distributions.

Environmental, social, and governance (ESGESG) criteria have become increasingly important,

though challenges remain in de ning and measuring key performance indicators. The panel

debated the implications of margin adjustments based on ESG performance, underscoring the

need for clarity and consistency in ESG metrics.

ConclusionConclusion

The successful FFA inaugural diversity event in Luxembourg, with Ogier's prominent involvement,

not only highlighted the dynamic nature of the fund nance industry but also the critical

importance of fostering an inclusive environment. As the sector continues to evolve, Ogier

remains committed to being industry leaders in embracing diversity and ESG principles,

unlocking further growth and innovation.

How can Ogier help?How can Ogier help?

Ogier in Luxembourg provides straight-to-the-point legal advice on banking and nance,

corporate, dispute resolution, employment, investment funds and tax law, together with a

dedicated desk for German clients.

Our Luxembourg team includes market-leading partners and senior lawyers with years of

international experience and deep local knowledge. We are the chosen trusted advisers for

leading investment fund managers, banks, corporate and institutional clients based primarily in

London, Continental Europe, East Asia and North and South America. 

About Ogier
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Ogier is a professional services rm with the knowledge and expertise to handle the most

demanding and complex transactions and provide expert, e cient and cost-e ective services

to all our clients. We regularly win awards for the quality of our client service, our work and our

people.

Disclaimer

This client brie ng has been prepared for clients and professional associates of Ogier. The

information and expressions of opinion which it contains are not intended to be a

comprehensive study or to provide legal advice and should not be treated as a substitute for

speci c advice concerning individual situations.

Regulatory information can be found under Legal Notice
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